IIPPE Conference 2017, Berlin

Hotel Information
Hotels within walking distance of the Berlin School of Economics
The following hotel is very convenient for public transport and a short walk from the Berlin
School of Economics, where the conference will take place. The cheapest rate for single
rooms is €69 (advanced booking, without breakfast), and for double rooms €89 (advanced
booking, without breakfast). In both cases these are early booking rates, so you should book
early.
NH City West Hotel
Bundesallee 36/37
10717 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 86004 0
Web booking www.nh-hotels.com

A slightly cheaper hotel in a quiet street behind the NH City West Hotel from around €55 for
a single room is:
Hotel Carolinenhof
Landhausstraße 10
10717 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 860 0980
http://www.carolinenhof-berlin.de/en/

A more expensive hotel (€80 for a single room) around the corner from the NH City West
Hotel is:
Leonardo Hotel Berlin City West
Güntzelstr. 14
10717 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 868 860
https://www.leonardo-hotels.com/leonardo-hotel-berlin-city-west

Another hotel that is quite close to public transport and the conference location, with prices
from €60 is:
Hotel City Gallery Berlin
Jenaer Str. 2
10717 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 236 2369-0
Fax +49(0)30-2362369-710
http://www.hotel-city-gallery.de/?lang=e

There is also a young people’s hotel (used by school groups, but no age limit) quite close to
the Berlin School of Economics. It has single, double and dormitory rooms.
acana hotel / hostel
Grunewaldstr. 33
10823 Berlin
https://www.acamaberlin.com/en/schoeneberg/rooms-schoeneberg/
Phone +49 30 210 0368-0

Slightly further away, but (just) within walking distance
Spree Pension
Trautenau Strasse 19
10717 Berlin
http://hotel-pension-spree.de
Tel. +49 30 864 7760
€60 / night

Around Kurfurstendamm
There are also many hotels in the area around the Kurfürstendamm (West Berlin’s main
shopping street) and Savigny Platz, a square with many cafes and restaurants. Bus 109 from
Tegel airport goes along this part of the Kurfürstendamm. Kurfürstendamm underground
station is three (short) stops from Berliner Strasse underground station, close to the Berlin
School of Economics.
Note that the above prices may only be available from www.booking.com or similar sites.

